Troy/ENB 221/ Commentary Sheet: Midterm Reading Log Audit

*Materials compliments of Professor Michelle Troy, Hillyer English

Name: _________________________________________

On-Line Reading Log
Number of completed entries posted on line before class-period:
Average length:

As you work on your reading logs in the future, I strongly recommend that you:
  • Try to define more clearly what you’re confused about by giving specific questions or examples
  • Try to support your impressions and ideas about the readings by referring to specific phrases or lines from the readings
  • Try to work on making connections across texts, rather than focusing each entry only on one text

Try to work on the following:

Come talk with me about:
  • Your analysis of your reading log
  • Includes specific examples/quotes from your logs to support your ideas
  • Reflects accurately on the numbers and types of entries
  • Includes specific examples/quotes from your logs to support your ideas
  • Reflects on your work as a reader/writer
  • Considers what your goals might be as you move on into the rest of the semester

Other comments:

Grade for Reading Log Audit:  -------------------
If work turned in late: Adjusted Grade  -------------------